


This consultation is really just a starting point to see if we vibe! We
want to learn about you both, your relationship, your hobbies, if you
have kids or fur babies, what you have planned (if anything so far),

and what you are looking for in a planner / coordinator! Below is our
services and sample timeline, things we will be going over during

our consultation! 

Dos Goats Consultation



OUR ASSOATS!

Ab
by

Jo
ry

Hi there! I’m Jory Smith and I love being a
wedding planner! After I graduated from
UMD, I began my career in wedding and
event planning and I have never looked

back. I come from a background of working
in family businesses in property

management and interior
design, and through those companies I came

to love planning events and design. I love
wedding planning above all other events

because of how rewarding it is – through all
the work that goes into the planning and
the actual event - no matter any hiccups
along the way – the reward of seeing the

couple so happy with how their magical day
turned out, is the reason I love my job. When
I’m not working a wedding, I enjoy time with
friends and family, hiking and taking nature
photos, cooking, and coddling my crabby 17-

year-old cat, Amber.

Hey! I'm Abby Miller and I just graduated
from UMD in May of 2021. I wanted to work
weddings because I love planning and I love

weddings, it's the best of both worlds! I
joined Adam and Christina because I was so

excited to get into the event world and I
loved their energy! My favorite part about a

wedding day is seeing everything come
together, just as the couple hoped it would.
Seeing their joy on their big day is the best.
When I am not working a wedding, I love to
be outside in the sun, and hanging out with

my favorite people exploring the city of
Minneapolis!



Our wedding management package is an elevated "Day of Coordination"
 the Dos Goats way!

We are all about the good vibes, which is why we meet with you multiple 
times throughout our journey together. Making sure you are staying on track, and getting

everything completed on time! 
With our meetings, and our resources, you are set up with everything you need to plan your

dream wedding, with the reassurance of having us by your side for questions, coaching and a
shoulder to cry on if need be! 

We will come to your final venue walk-through and any other key vendor meetings we may
need to be at.
We will connect with your officiant if they are not a professional and help give them tips &
advice.  
We will connect with your vendors and become the main contact. 

Free Consultation
In-depth detail meeting (3-4 weeks after booking)
2-3 additional meetings prior to final venue walk through. 
Dos Goats Guide to Wedding Planning - Over 25 pages of tips, tricks, advice and timelines,
all to help keep you on track! 
Access to our planning tools - Budget Tracker, Invite tracker, and more! 
Unlimited phone calls and emails 
Create a timeline for you 
Access to our arches, dessert stands, and any decor items we have in our inventory 

We will create a weekend timeline for your bridal party and family that starts as soon as
wedding festivities start!
We will create and send out a timeline for vendors
We will drop off welcome bags to hotels
Pick up any decor items that we are setting up on the wedding day so that you don't have
to bring it to the venue (AS LONG AS IT FITS IN OUR CAR) 
Help with small errands that may need to be taken care of
Assist with the ceremony rehearsal (30 mins to an hour) 

4-6 Weeks Out

Week of Wedding

What you get with Christina & Adam

Wedding Management 



The first detail meeting! After first meeting!

Email check-ins

Making sure you are not effin
g around 

5-6 months 
out! 

Final detail meeting!

3-4 weeks 
out! 

Final venue walkthrough!

3-4 weeks 
after booking! 

Send you with
homework 7-8 months

out!

Second detail meeting!

Start nailing down timelines and 
the finer details

1-3 months 
out! 

Buttoning shit up! 

We connect with 
your vendors!

1-2 weeks 
out! 

A Standard Timeline For Our Couples



• Point of contact for venue, vendors, friends & family
• Complete Wedding Day Management

• Manage the timeline and make sure things are going according to our plan
• Help put on boutonnieres & corsages

• Help set up specialty tables
- Place cards/ escort card table

- Gift table & memory tables
- Dessert tables

- Basic guest table decor 

• Line up & cue wedding party for the ceremony
- Last minute checks that ensure everyone looks good, and has their flowers etc.

• Professional tear wiper 
• Fluff your dress and make sure you look perfect before you walk down the

aisle
• Work with DJ, Officiant, and guests to make sure the ceremony starts on time

• Light candles, and make sure the room is set to perfection
• Assist with guest transitions throughout the night

• Bustle your dress 
• Assist facilitating the grand march

• Make sure gifts are in a secure spot
• Get drinks & apps for you and your hunny
• Make sure the reception goes as planned

• Que speeches and make a list of the order of speeches
• Que first dances

• Assist with any sparkler photos
• Handing out final payment and tips to vendors 

• Tear down of basic decor items, specialty tables, and other decor items,
making sure they are in a designated persons car

 

What We Do:
It's Your Wedding Day, Yay! 

Investment: $1,475-$1,750



8:00 am-12:00 pm
11:00 am-12:00 pm

12:45pm
1:30 pm
2:15 pm
3:15 pm
3:30 pm
4:00 pm

4:30 pm-5:30 pm
5:45pm
6:00 pm
6:45pm
7:15pm
7:20 pm
7:30 pm
10:00 pm
11:45pm
12:00 am

 

Hair and Makeup
Photographer and Dos Goats arrive

First Look
Wedding Party Photos

Family Photos
Wedding Party Hides Out

Guest Arrival
Ceremony

Cocktail Hour
Grand March

Dinner
Speeches Begin

First Dance
Family Dances

Dance Floor Opens
Late Night Pizza Opens

Send off, Last Call
Vendors Out

 

Sample TimelineSample TimelineSample Timeline



Partial Planning

 
We will use our style guide to help create mood boards reflecting your style and help
your vision come to life, creating you a custom mood board to go with your vision &

venue! 

Sometimes you need help finding those few key vendors, with your budget, style and vibe
in mind, we gather quotes for you from vendors that we think you will vibe with the most!

From there we are the main contact with those vendors! 

Do you like the sound of Wedding Management, but you want a little more help... Partial
Planning might be just what you need! 

With partial planning, you get everything involved in wedding management. 
We divvy up the rest of the work and go about it as a team!

You are in charge of your:
 budget, invitation management, hotel management,

your attire, RSVP management, and payment of all those vendors. 

 
Venue search assistance:

We love helping couples find their dream venue! We will help set up venue
tours, research venues and find you the perfect spot!

We have curated timelines, checklists, vendor lists and budget tracking sheets, all
made to help make your life easier!

Investment: $2,200-$2,650

 
If there is something on your to-do list that you absolutely want no part in, we can add

that on to any package!
(reach out to discuss pricing)

Adam and Christina help with...

Vendor Communication

Design

Add Ons



ALLISON

&

DAR

Having a hard time coming up with words to
describe how INCREDIBLE the Dos Goats

team is. Adam and Christina are OUT OF THIS
WORLD amazing at what they do. When we

got engaged we weren't sure if we really
"needed" to hire a day-of-coordinator, and I
can confidently say our wedding wouldn't

have been nearly as incredible if it weren't for
them. They handled literally everything from
attending pre-wedding meetings, final venue

walkthrough, running our rehearsal,
decorating our venue, coordinating

everything with the vendors, making sure our
wedding party was on top of it, cleaning up
everything at the end of the night, and SO

MUCH MORE in between. If I could hire one
vendor from my wedding over again it would
be these two. Trust me when I say you want a

wedding coordinator/planner, and that it is
SO worth the money - I would have paid

DOUBLE for the services they provided. They
also brought their awesome associate Abby

who was also stellar and clearly learning from
the best. Looking back at our wedding, we
had no stress, worry or anxiety the ENTIRE
day all because of them. You will love this

adorable couple and they will be one of the
best decisions you make for your wedding.

They are also hilarious, will laugh with you at
the small stuff, and will feel like true friends at
the end of it. Hire them!!!! Would give them a

million stars out of 5 if I could! 
 

Love Notes to Dos Goats

06.26.2021



Dos Goats was some of the best money we
spent on our wedding. I’m a recovering

perfectionist, and when we were looking for a
day of coordinator I really struggled with the idea
of giving up so much control of our big day to a
relative stranger. However from the moment we

had our first call with Dos Goats I knew I was
putting my wedding day in the best of hands.

They were so organized and laid back
throughout the whole process that I couldn’t help
but be relaxed. The two weeks leading up to the
wedding they basically took over the reigns for

communicating with all vendors and even picked
up our cake to drive it to the venue. The day of
the wedding they were so amazing. By the time
we got to the venue for first looks they had set
up all the signage, the chairs, the dining tables,
the favor and memorial tables, and getting our

beverages on ice. None of our wedding party or
family had to worry about anything besides

having a good time and being present during our
day. They also made sure my husband and I had
a few minutes to ourselves after the ceremony to

soak things in and even delivered us our
signature cocktails and appetizers to make sure
we got to try them. Everything went exactly as I
had imagined it and I know it was largely due to
Dos Goat’s efforts. My only regret was that we

didn’t hire them earlier in the wedding planning
process since they had great vendor

recommendations and a bunch of decor/sign
holders etc. that were included.

Love Notes to Dos Goats

ERIN 

&

KAREEM
06.04.2021



Love Notes to Dos Goats

ALYSSA

&

CHRIS

Adam & Christina are 10000% worth their
weight in gold!!!! Planning a wedding was

stressful enough and then throw in a
pandemic & ever-changing restrictions--

we absolutely could not have gotten
through all of this without their help and

guidance. They are extremely personable
& friendly, we usually stayed late after our
meetings (when time allowed) just talking

about netflix and laughing about other
things. However they can both definitely

lay down the law when needed (aka firmly
tell your distant drunk relative to go away

so you don't have to lol). Every time we
emailed them we would get a very prompt

response, and if I sent them an anxiety-
filled-melt-down-covid-panic email

Christina was always right on top of things
and took care of the issue before I even
knew it could be done! Their hard work

and help allowed us to do all of the things
that we wanted to do on our wedding day

without the stress on us or any of our
parents which is worth more than money
can buy honestly. My brother and his new
fiancé ended up hiring them after hearing
us talk about how much we loved them
too. As a guest, once you've been to a
wedding with a coordinator/s and one

without, you can for sure tell a difference
and it shouldn't be hard to decide; what

experience do you want your guests, your
family, and most importantly you & your

spouse to have on YOUR WEDDING
DAY?!?!?! Do yourself a GIANT favor and
seriously hire Dos Goats, you will want

them on your side.

06.05.2021


